Winners of the 26th Medical Complex Art Show

Best of Show – Lynn Siemers  Pennsylvania Barns

1st Runner Up – Dr. Amos Grunebaum  Beggar 1
2nd Runner Up – Henry Murad  Watching You
3rd Runner Up – Alexander Marte Reyes  Manhattanhenge from Tudor city

Honorable Mentions:
Kate Klauder - The Circle Quilt
Xiao Peng - Ohne1
Lillian Mehran – The Dove
Dr. Ole Vielemeeyer – People of New York #1

Winners of the 11th Virtual Art Show

Best of Show – Freddie Scott  Exposed #2782

1st Runner Up – Paul Jeng  Handoff
2nd Runner Up – Coline Haxaire  Mother & Daughter
3rd Runner Up – Marek Truchan  A Room With Privacy

Honorable Mentions:
Dr. Edgar Figueroa - Bumblebee 2
Vanessa Puig - It Ain’t Easy Being Green
Dr. Yao-Tseng Chen  Wave
Dr. James Shin - Sunset Road